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What is Religion? 

  

Instructor: Professor Arvind Mandair                             Term: Fall 2017 

Department: Asian languages and Cultures                 Office: Thayer Building 6155 

Email: amandair@umich.edu      

Office Hours:           Mon/Wed. strictly by appointment only  

Class Location: 1460 MH 

  

Course Description: 

What are people looking for when they turn to religion, and what kind of fulfillment do they find in the experience? 
Why did religion seem to have disappeared by the mid-20th century before returning with a vengeance only a few 
decades later? Is ‘religion’ sui generis or was it invented in the 19th century, the product of the Western scholarly 
imagination? The aim of this course is to get students to think critically about religion in its many facets by introducing 
students to important contemporary themes and to the writings of key thinkers who have influenced the contemporary 
understanding and academic study of religion. We will discuss the construction of the modern concept of religion and 
its career as a theoretical concept, as an academic discipline and as a public discourse. Students should expect to 
become acquainted with philosophical approaches to the study of religion and to the work of theorists who have 
contributed to some of the main debates in modern religious studies. By way of reference to studies of Asian and 
Western religious traditions, students will also be expected to examine a variety of critical issues that intersect with 
the contemporary study of religion, such as gender, colonialism, metaphysics, nihilism, race, belief, love, politics, 
capitalism, mysticism and spirituality, secularization, postmodernism, pluralism etc.. The course will taught primarily 
as a student colloquium. 

For this Fall 2015 semester, the course will be divided into 3 parts. Part 1 will introduce students to the modern liberal 
understanding of religion that underpins the discourses of the two main sub-disciplines in the study of religion, 
namely, Philosophy of Religion and World Religions. Our text will be John Hick’s An Interpretation of Religion. Part 2 
of the course will look at readings and authors that question the prevalent understanding of religion and religious 
discourse. We shall consider alternative ways of understanding common ‘religious’ terms such as Belief, 
Faith,  Nihilism, Mysticism and Experience. Part 3 will focus on themes such as Race and Religion, Gender, 
Spirituality and look more closely at the question of pluralism. 

  

Course Requirements 

Attendance and Participation: 15% 

Forums Posts (to be posted regularly on CTools Forums): 50%  

Presentations: 10% 

Final Paper (based on the case Study): 20%  
 
Attendance/Participation in External Seminar (TBA):  5% 
 
  

mailto:amandair@umich.edu


Reading Assignments: Students are required to attend classes regularly, read the texts thoroughly and contribute to 
classroom discussion. All students are required to discuss and share ideas formed through each reading assignment 
with the rest of the class. Since the class size is relatively small, all students can formally present material each week. 
  

Forum Posts: All students in the class, are required to (i) extrapolate from the readings, (ii) to summarize briefly in no 
more than 400 words the key arguments or points the author is trying to convey, and then (iii)  post this summary on 
Canvas  under the appropriate topic heading in the ‘Forums’ section. Note that  summary should be accompanied by 
at least one discussion question that you’d like to share with the rest of the class. Discussion questions should be 
preceded by a couple of sentences which help to contextualize the question. This must be done before 5 pm the day 
before the class is due to meet (i.e. 5pm on Sundays or 5 pm on Tuesdays). All students are required to read and 
reflect on the posted questions before coming to class. This system will be implemented from week 2 onwards. 
Forum Posts that miss the 5 pm deadline will be NOT be counted. There is always a rush of students trying to get 
their posts onto Canvas at the last minute, so I advise you not to leave this to the last minute. More than two posts 
that are missed will count as a partial grade reduction. 

Presentations: From week 3 onwards ALL students are required to make a formal presentation at least once to the 
rest of the class. In this way students will have the opportunity to lead a class discussion at least once in the 
semester. The presentation should be in Powerpoint form outlining the central argument, key concepts and the 
stakes for the author in the reading. Presenters should: (i) identify the main argument(s) in the readings, (ii) introduce 
key terms,  concepts and stakes important to the author’s argument, (iii) relate the reading to issues raised in 
previous readings. Students should also try to make a “critical intervention” in the assigned readings for that week. 

Final Paper: The reading for the final paper will be set in advance so students are strongly advised to acquire the text 
and begin reading as early as possible. 

Classroom and Other Policies: I do not allow laptops, tablets to be open in this class. Regular lateness to classes 
will not be excused or tolerated and is liable to a grade reduction. If students have any problem with this class, or if 
they need clarification about a particular issue, I would strongly encourage them to come and talk to me in person. 

  
  

  

Class and Readings Schedule 

  

  

Part 1: Interpreting Religion 

Week 1:   

Introduction to the course; Why Study Religion? 

Week 2: 

(1) John Hick, ‘Introduction’, from An Interpretation of Religion, Macmilllan, 1989. 
(2) John Hick, Chapters 2 to 4. 

Week 3:   

(1) John Hick, chapter 10 “Religious Meaning and Experience”; Chapter 11 “Religion and Reality” 

(2) John Hick, chapter 14: “The Pluralistic Hypothesis”; Chapters 15 and 16 “Personae and Impersonae of the 
Real”                                                                              

  



Part 2:   Religion After the Death of God 

Week 4: Secularity, Nihilism and the Death of God 

Martin Heidegger, ‘Nietzsche’s Word: “God is Dead”’ 

Caputo, How the Secular World Became Post-Secular 

   

Week 5:   Belief 

Donald Lopez, “Belief”, in Mark C. Taylor’s Critical Terms For Religious Studies. 

James Carse, excerpts from The Religious Case Against Belief. 

Luce Irigaray, “Belief Itself”, in in John Caputo’s The Religious. 

  

Week 6:   Gender and Sexuality 

• Darlene Juschka, “Feminist Approaches to the Study of Religion”,  in Religion, Theory, Critique: Classic and 
Contemporary Approaches, ed. Richard King, Columbia University Press, 2017   chapter 46 

• Grace M. Jantzen, Becoming Divine: Towards a Feminist Philosophy of Religion, Manchester: Manchester 
University Press, 1998, pp 1 to 26. 

• Morny Joy, “French Feminism and Religion”, in Religion, Theory, Critique: Classic and Contemporary 
Approaches, ed. Richard King, Columbia University Press, 2017,  Chapter 47 

• Naomi Goldenberg, “Queer Theory Meets Critical Religion: Are We Starting to Think Yet?”, in Religion, 
Theory, Critique: Classic and Contemporary Approaches, ed. Richard King, Columbia University Press, 
2017,  chapter 48 

 

Week 7: Race and Religion 

• George Yancey, “Race, Ethnicity and Religion”, in Oxford Handbook of Religious Diversity, NY: Oxford 
University Press, 2010. 

• William D. Hart, “Theorizing Race and Religion: Du Bois, Cox, and Fanon”, in Religion, Theory, 
Critique: Classic and Contemporary Approaches, ed. Richard King, Columbia University Press, 
2017.  

• Paul Harvey, “A Servant of Servants Shall He Be: The Construction of Race in American Religious 
Mythologies”, in Religion and the Creation of Race and Ethnicity, ed. Craig Prentiss, NYU Press, 2003.  

• Douglas Cowan, ‘Theologizing Race: The Construction of “Christian Identity”’, in Religion and the Creation 
of Race and Ethnicity, ed. Craig Prentiss, NYU Press, 2003. 
 

 

Week 8:  Politics and Religion 1 

Hubert Seiwert, “Politics” in The Oxford Handbook of Religion, eds. Steve Engler and Michael Staussberg, NewYork: 
Oxford University Press, 2016 

 Arvind Mandair and Markus Dressler, ‘Introduction’ to Secularism and Religion Making 

Trevor Stack, “Introduction”, Religion as a Category of Governance and Sovereignty, Leiden: Brill Publishers, 2015, 
pp 1-9. 



Timothy Fitzgerald, “Negative Liberty, Liberal Faith Postulates and World Disorder”, in Trevor Stack et al, eds, 
Religion as a Category of Governance and Sovereignty, Leiden: Brill Publishers, 2015. 

 

 

Week 9:    Religion and Politics 2 

Jennifer Veninga, Secularism, Theology, Islam: The Danish Social Imaginary and the Cartoon Crisis, Bloomsbury, 
2014, Chapters 1,2 3. 

Talal Asad, “Reflections on Blasphemy and Secular Criticism”, in Religion Beyond a Concept, ed. Hent De Vries, 
2008, pp. 580-609 

Wendy Brown, “Subjects of Tolerance: or, Why We are Civilized and They are Barbarians”, in Political Theologies, 
ed. Hent De Vries. 

 

Week 10:  Mysticism and Spirituality 

Richard King, “Mysticism and Spirituality” in The Routledge Companion to the Study of Religion, ed. John Hinnells, 
2005 

Kenneth Surin, “Liberation”, in Critical Terms For Religious Studies, ed. Mark C.Taylor. 

Philip Sheldrake, “What is Spirituality?” in Sprituality: A Very Short Introduction, Oxford: Oxford University Press,  

Sudhir Kakar, Mad and Divine: Spirit and Psyche in the Modern World, chapters 1, 2,3 4,  8 and 9. 

 

Week 11: Emotional States 

Selections from the Oxford Handbook of Religion and Emotion:   

• Ecstasy 
• Love 
• Terror. 

 

Week 12:  Capitalism  

Mark C. Taylor, “Christianity & the Capitalism of Spirit”, from About Religion, Chicago, 2001. 

Phillip Goodchild, sections from Capitalism and Religion, London: Routledge, 2002. 

 

Week 13: Course Review 

 

 


